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*translation:

Hey,

 kids!
it’s Sparkythe music theory dog!

DOING STUFF THE SPARKY WAY IS ALWAYS FUN!

Q:

A: WOOF!*

Dear Sparky:
I understand pitch class sets, normal form and prime form, but are there other
ways to describe a chord using set theory?
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                          because set theory is primarily interested in the
                          intervals which make up a chord, prime form is
usually the best way to categorize chords using set theory... but there
are other ways theorists use to describe sets in their prime form!

howard hanson, one of the first
   proponents of set theory, came up
     with a code which counted each
      type of basic
       interval,
       ordered from
        consonance to
        dissonance:

nowadays,
most theorists

express this concept
in a more mathematical

way, using what we call an
interval vector:

     twentieth-
      century
      theorist
      Allen Forte
      figured that
     since there was
    a finite number of
    possible sets,
   someone ought to
catalog them all!

of course, that someone
was Allen Forte, who came
up with the system of
forte numbers: a unique
number for each and
every possible set.

 in his chart,
  forte labeled
 sets which had
different prime
forms but the same
interval vector with a
       “z”. like 4z-15 and
             4z-29, which are
              both called
             all-interval
            tetrachords...
          since they both have the
           interval vector (1,1,1,1,1,1)!

how do you figure out a
set’s forte number?

step one: look it up
on the chart.

there is
no step

two!

to figure out the hanson analysis, list the
letters in this order, omitting any intervals

not present and using superscripted
numbers to show duplicates. 

you could use a
mnemonic to
remember the
order... like

“please make
nick stop

doing that”!
hanson
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[0,1,6]

[0,3,4,7] = PM2N2D
[0,1,2,6] = PMSD2T

[0,3,4,7] = (102210)
[0,1,2,6] = (210111)
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